Attached is the last attachment I currently have from the basic/original contract. As I mentioned in the previous email, I’m checking if there are any other attachments to the original contract and we’ll get those out to you ASAP.

V/R

National Reconnaissance Office
(U) Acquisition Strategy Panel (ASP)

(U/FOUO) Acquisition

1 Nov 2011
(as approved)
(U) Purpose

+ (U//FOUO) Gain approval for schedule, scope, and evaluation philosophy for the limited source competition for the Prime contractor

+ (U//FOUO) Provide updates and clarifications to the system acquisition strategy based on issues discussed today

+ (U) Provide guidance for development of the DRFP and supporting acquisition documentation
(U//FOUO) Intent and Approach

(b)(3)

Secret
(U) Requirements

(b)(1)
(b)(3)
Page Denied
Page Denied
(U) Acquisition Strategy

(b)(3)

(b)(1)

(b)(3)
(U) Source Selection Issues
(U/FOUO) New Evaluation Criteria (TBD)

- Technical / System performance (soundness of approach)
- Past performance (confidence)
- Security (pass/fail)
- Price / Cost

(U) Final factors and priority/weighting approach still need to be developed
(U) Approval Levels

+ (U) ARC Posting Waiver – SCO
+ (U) J&A – D/OC
+ (U/FOUO) Acquisition Plan Director
+ (U/FOUO) Fee Determining Official Director
+ (U) SSP – DD/Sl and DD/OC
+ (U) Section H Clauses – D/OC
+ (U) Final RFP – DD/OC
+ (U) Pre-negotiation Objective – D/OC
(U) ASP Decision

(U//FOUO) I have reviewed the acquisition strategy for the subject acquisition detailed herein. I hereby approve the acquisition strategy, subject to any limitations, changes, or completion of actions detailed below.

Approve/Disapprove:

1 Nov 2011

Changes, Limitations, and Actions:
(U) ASP Decision

(U//FOUO) I have reviewed the acquisition strategy for the subject acquisition detailed herein. I hereby approve the acquisition strategy, subject to any limitations, changes, or completion of actions detailed below.

Changes, Limitations, and Actions:

1 Nov 2011